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Two events dominate the retold story of the Halifax Explosion: the heroic messaging by dispatcher Vincent Coleman to halt trains coming to Halifax -"Hold up the train. Ammunition ship afire in harbor making for Pier 6 and will explode. Guess this will be my last message. Good-bye boys." 4 -and the generous rescue response from the United States. The disaster could not have occurred at a worse time for Halifax, as many medical and nursing staff in the the No. 7 Canadian Stationary Hospital had been deployed to France; 5 all remaining local physicians, nurses and medical students mobilized immediately to treat the injured. Delayed by snow storms, American medical units arrived between Dec. 9 and 12 from the Massachusetts State Guard, Maine National Guard, Red Cross (Boston) and Red Cross (Rhode Island). 1 The immediate care and the bulk of care thereafter was provided by Nova Scotian physicians, nurses and students, supplemented by an extraordinarily fast mobilization of physicians and nurses from the other Maritime provinces. Despite the remarkable local response, a tendency to believe that all the medical care of the wounded was The 1917 Halifax Explosion was an unfortunate but predictable tragedy, given the sea traffic and munitions cargo, resulting in sudden large-scale damage and catastrophic injuries, with 1950 dead and 8000 injured. Although generous support was received from the United States, the bulk of the medical work was undertaken using local resources through an immediate, massive, centrally coordinated medical response. The incredible care provided 100 years ago by these Canadian physicians, nurses and students is often forgotten, but deserves attention. The local medical response to the 1917 disaster is an early example of coordinated mass casualty relief, the first in Canada, and remains relevant to modern disaster preparedness planning. This commentary has an appendix, available at canjsurg.ca/016317-a1.
provided by the United States started early and has persisted 6 (Appendix 1, available at canjsurg.ca /016317-a1). The walking wounded went to the nearest point of care. Dr. John Cameron and the patient he was examining in his office were shielded by a large flower pot from the window glass that was blown in by the explosion. 7 His clinic was quickly overwhelmed with patients, as was that of Dr. Lewis Thomas on Brunswick Street. Dr. Thomas was told by patients in the line that Dr. Murdoch Chisholm next door was probably dead. Thomas immediately went to Chisholm and found him alive but unconscious, bleeding from a head wound. 8 the explosion in order to coordinate the complex medical response. Later the committee would oversee reconstruction and compensation of victims (Appendix 1). 9 An unintended consequence of Vincent Coleman's heroic telegraphing was the immediate notification about the disaster to all communities along the railway lines. From around the Maritimes, 153 physicians and 174 nurses immediately made their way to Halifax by train to help. Such an extraordinary mobilization was possible because 90% of medical personnel was still at home, despite the fact that Nova Scotia deployed 2 wartime hospitals, unlike some newer provinces where more than 50% had volunteered for overseas service. 10 Many of these volunteers undertook general surgery, including Dr. David Hartigan from New Waterford. 11 Others provided specialist care. Penetrating eye injuries were extraordinarily prevalent in the Halifax Explosion because of flying glass shards. 12 The smoke cloud of the ignited SS Mont Blanc rose high in the air, and women, men and children stopped to watch through windows not knowing that minutes later the vessel would explode, shattering every window in the city. 13 Dr. George Cox came from New Glasgow and, with 12 other ophthalmologists, operated on 592 eyes, enucleating 249 eyes, with 16 double enulceations. 14 Other physicians, such as Dr. Avery DeWitt of Wolfville, were asked to care for patients on hospital trains evacuating wounded out of Halifax (see the film "Halifax Explosion: The Aftermath and Relief Efforts (1917) ," available at www.youtube.com /watch?v=5PImhLMxTXc; caring for the wounded on trains begins at 4:48 of the film). DeWitt, with only the help of his 75-year-old father Dr. George DeWitt and his sister Nurse Nellie Anderson DeWitt, looked after a trainload of dying and injured patients in an improvised hospital in Truro because all of the town's doctors had gone to Halifax. 1 The medical response to the 1917 disaster is the first example of local coordinated civilian mass casualty relief in Canada, and many features of the successful response are echoed in modern disaster preparedness planning. 3 Despite a final death toll of 1950, about 8000 of the injured survived. One hundred years later we pay tribute to the Canadian physicians, nurses and students who successfully coordinated the impressive local medical response so rarely emphasized in reviews of the Halifax Explosion.
